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As the need for clean, safe and abundant 
sources of energy is ever increasing, 
research on fusion energy is progressing 
towards reactor-scale devices. A key 
challenge for magnetic confinement fusion 
devices such as tokamaks is the interaction 
of the hot plasma fuel with the surrounding 
wall surfaces, leading to generation of 
impurities that migrate in the plasma. 
Understanding of impurity migration is 
crucial for the successful operation of future 
reactors. 
  
This thesis presents simulations of 
transport of tracer impurities in the ASDEX 
Upgrade and JET tokamaks, addressing 
experiments conducted on these devices. In 
particular, the influence of non-
axisymmetric (3D) features of the wall 
geometry and magnetic field on impurity 
transport is investigated. The studies have 
substantially aided the interpretation of the 
experimental results and suggest that the 3D 
features should not be disregarded when 
making quantitative predictions of impurity 
migration in next-step devices. 
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Abstract 
Understanding and control of plasma-surf ace interaction together with the subsequent 

migration of eroded impurity particles form one of the key challenges for reactor-scale 
magnetic confinement fusion devices such as tokamaks. An aspect of impurity migration that 
requires further investigation is the influence of non-axisymmetric (3D) features of tokamaks. 

  
In this work, global impurity transport is simulated in the ASDEX Upgrade and JET tokamaks 

with the Monte Carlo orbit-following code ASCOT. The simulations address experiments 
conducted on these devices, using tracer impurities injected into the plasma in a gaseous form, 
and via special wall tiles installed into the torus. The presented simulations are carried out in 
a realistic tokamak environment with an unrestricted computational domain and employing 
3D descriptions of the wall geometry and the magnetic field. 

  
According to the ASCOT predictions, accounting for the non-axisymmetric wall geometry 

can be crucial in interpreting the experimentally measured tracer deposition profiles. In 
particular, studies of ASDEX Upgrade indicate that the impurity deposition pattern on plasma-
facing surfaces can exhibit substantial asymmetry in the toroidal direction due to the three-
dimensional nature of the wall geometry, in contrast to previous assumptions. For 3D features 
of the tokamak magnetic field, the simulations predict toroidal field ripple and resonant  
magnetic perturbations to induce local modifications into the deposition pattern. 

  
The presented simulation results highlight the role of plasma conditions in determining the 

impurity birth profile and the ratio between main chamber and divertor deposition. Besides the 
divertor configuration, the main mode of operation in modern tokamaks, it is shown that also 
the limiter configuration can lead to long-range impurity transport within the torus. 

  
The results of this work suggest that increased attention should be directed towards the non-

axisymmetric features of tokamaks for a reliable assessment of impurity migration in next-step 
devices. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Nuclear fusion as an energy source

Energy production has become an indispensable part of the development

of all modern societies. While currently dominant fossil fuels are di-

minishing [1], their role is also being reconsidered due to the increasing

evidence regarding the impact of greenhouse gas emissions on climate

change [2]. Simultaneously, the global energy demand is substantially

increasing together with the rising population and standard of living in,

e.g., China, India and the Middle East, and hundreds of millions of people

are expected to start using electricity by 2050 [1]. Although each of these

issues poses a challenge independently, it is their combined effect that so

urgently calls for a transformation in the way energy is produced.

Together with alternative ways of utilising the present resources of fossil

fuels (such as shale oil), the energy challenge is being addressed with

renewable energy sources (mostly solar and wind power) and fission-based

nuclear power. However, as already envisaged in the 1950s, also nuclear

fusion offers an attractive component to the energy mix.

Fusion power is based on fusion reactions where nuclei of light elements

are brought together to fuse into heavier elements. When the binding en-

ergy per nucleon is increased in the process, this results in the release

of energy. Current research is focused on the fusion between the heavy

isotopes of hydrogen, deuterium (D, 2H) and tritium (T, 3H), with the re-

action

D + T → 4He (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV), (1.1)

where 17.6 MeV of energy is released as the kinetic energy of the resulting

alpha particle and the neutron. The advantages of D-T fusion are its high

reaction cross section at feasible temperatures (peak value at 40 keV) and
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the availability of the reactants. Deuterium can be extracted from sea

water and is thus abundant, whereas tritium can be bred from lithium

with neutron bombardment produced in the D-T reaction itself.

To generate fusion reactions, the electromagnetic repulsion of the pos-

itive nuclei has to be overcome by bringing them so close to each other

that the strong nuclear force can take over. In practice, this implies a

high kinetic energy for the reactants which can be achieved with a high

temperature of the order of 10 keV (100 million degrees). At such high

temperatures, atoms become stripped of their electrons and matter turns

into the state of a plasma.

Fusion power is pursued mainly with two fundamentally different con-

cepts. Inertial confinement fusion aims at achieving a high plasma den-

sity using commonly powerful and carefully aligned lasers. The objective

of magnetic confinement fusion, for its part, is to achieve good plasma

confinement with the help of a magnetic field.

The rationale for developing fusion power becomes evident when consid-

ering its benefits. Fusion power offers vast amounts of baseload energy

without direct greenhouse gas emissions and the fuel resources are abun-

dant. The reactors are safe to operate and the potential for nuclear prolif-

eration is low [3]. Radioactivity is limited to the consumed tritium (half-

life 12.3 years) and the activation of materials surrounding the plasma

due to the neutrons.

As manifested by the lack of fusion power in our everyday lives, gen-

erating net energy in potential reactors has proven to be an unforeseen

challenge from both scientific and engineering perspectives. This forms

the breeding ground for the most severe criticism fusion research is fac-

ing: the required effort and funding devoted to fusion has exceeded expec-

tations, stealing focus from the development of other forms of energy [4].

Nevertheless, the progress in fusion research has been rapid (even sur-

passing Moore’s law in computing hardware) providing encouragement.

The current focal point is ITER, a next-step magnetic confinement device

employing the concept of a tokamak which aims at producing 500 MW of

fusion power, demonstrating the viability of fusion as an energy source [5].
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1.2 Tokamaks

1.2.1 Prerequisites for energy production

Substantial heating power is required to generate a high-temperature

plasma and to compensate for power that is lost, e.g., due to radiation.

Net energy is thus produced only when fusion power exceeds the heating

power and losses. Fortunately, the fusion products themselves (alpha par-

ticles in the case of D-T fusion) can provide internal heating. This enables

to reach ignition which creates a self-sustaining state where the power

from fusion reactions is sufficient to maintain the plasma temperature

without any external heating [6].

The Lawson criterion states that the product of the plasma ion density

and energy confinement time niτE has to exceed a certain minimum value

to reach ignition [7]. As also the plasma ion temperature Ti is of relevance,

a more common figure of merit is the fusion triple product for which the

minimum required value for ignition can be estimated to be [6]

niτETi > 5× 1021 m−3 s keV, (1.2)

with the exact value depending on assumptions used. This can be achieved

with, e.g., ni = 1020 m−3, τE ≈ 3.3 s and Ti = 15 keV, conditions that

are feasible in a tokamak. In past and current tokamaks, a value of

niτETi = 1.5 × 1021 m−3 s keV has been reached on the Japanese JT-60U

device [8].

1.2.2 Operating principle

The primary idea in a tokamak is to achieve good confinement (maximise

τE) for the charged plasma particles using a magnetic field. Plasma is

created inside a torus-shaped vacuum chamber which is provided with a

helical magnetic field consisting of toroidal and poloidal components as

illustrated in Figure 1.1. A pure toroidal magnetic field, created using

a set of toroidal field (TF) coils, is not sufficient to confine the plasma

due to drifts that emerge on particle orbits (Section 4.3.1). An additional

poloidal magnetic field is therefore imposed by inducing a plasma current

inside the chamber with a transformer-like action. Consequently, toka-

maks are inherently pulsed devices and their operation consists of indi-

vidual plasma discharges. As the magnetic field strength is highest on the

inner part of the torus, this region is often referred to as high-field side
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Inner Poloidal field coils
(Primary transformer circuit)

Outer Poloidal field coils
(for plasma positioning and shaping)

Plasma electric current
(secondary transformer circuit)

Poloidal magnetic field

Resulting Helical Magnetic field

Toroidal magnetic field

Toroidal field coils

JG05.537-1c

Figure 1.1. Operating principle of a tokamak showing also the poloidal and toroidal di-
rections. Courtesy of EUROfusion.

(HFS) and, correspondingly, the outer part as low-field side (LFS).

Even the most sophisticated magnetic configurations, however, are un-

able to provide perfect confinement. In a tokamak, the dominant con-

tribution to confinement degradation comes from plasma turbulence [9].

Besides increasing power losses, the imperfect confinement also results in

interaction of the plasma with the material surfaces surrounding it in the

vacuum chamber, plasma-surface interaction (PSI). This interaction leads

to release of impurities from the wall into the plasma.

The confined core plasma region consists of magnetic field lines form-

ing closed magnetic flux surfaces. Outside the core plasma lies the thin

scrape-off layer (SOL) region of open magnetic flux surfaces connecting

the plasma directly to the vessel wall. The first tokamak experiments em-

ployed the limiter configuration where the SOL plasma, bounded by the

last closed flux surface (LCFS), directly connects to a limiter structure as

illustrated in Figure 1.2. However, a large drawback of the limiter config-

uration is the penetration of impurities into the core plasma where they

lead to substantial power losses due to radiation (Section 2.1). Modern

tokamaks, therefore, rely on the divertor configuration with a magnetic

field that diverts the SOL plasma towards specified divertor targets, sep-

arated from the core plasma (see Figure 1.2).

The divertor configuration is created by modifying the poloidal magnetic

field with additional coils which results in a null of the poloidal field at the

X-point. The X-point lies at the separatrix that separates the core plasma

12
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x
R

z

Figure 1.2. Magnetic flux surfaces in a limiter configuration in JET (left) and in a di-
vertor configuration in ASDEX Upgrade (right). The core plasma (grey) is
separated from the scrape-off layer (red) by the last closed flux surface or the
separatrix (blue). Also shown are the X-point (cross) and the strike points
(circles) of the divertor configuration together with the (R,φ,z) coordinate sys-
tem.

and the SOL and connects with the inner and outer divertor targets at

the strike points. The part of the SOL plasma closest to the separatrix,

the divertor-SOL, is formed by magnetic field lines that connect the inner

and outer divertor targets. Closer to the wall, the field lines are in contact

also with the main chamber wall in the far-SOL and the halo plasma.

While current tokamaks mainly operate diverted plasmas, the limiter

configuration is still present during the start-up and shutdown phases of

plasma discharges, even in ITER. During these phases, plasma current is

increased to its steady state value for the flattop phase of the discharge

and then correspondingly terminated.

Most of plasma heating is achieved with the injection of energetic neu-

tral particles into the plasma (neutral beam injection, NBI) and using

radiofrequency waves to transfer energy mainly to ions (ion cyclotron res-

onant heating, ICRH) or electrons (electron cyclotron resonant heating,

ECRH).

High-performance tokamak operation is based on the high-confinement

mode (H-mode). Experimentally, it has been observed that as the heating

power exceeds a certain threshold value, the confinement is abruptly im-

proved as the plasma experiences a transition from the low-confinement

mode (L-mode) to the H-mode [10]. H-mode operation, however, is com-

promised by edge localised modes (ELMs), i.e., repetitive and fast expul-
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sions of particles and energy from the plasma [11]. As ELMs carry large

amounts of energy (even 30 MJ for a single ELM in ITER [12]), they pose

a threat to the lifetime and integrity of the plasma-facing components

(PFCs).

Tokamaks are often described using an (R,φ,z) coordinate system where

R is the horizontal distance from the centre of the torus, z the correspond-

ing vertical distance and φ the toroidal angle as visualised in Figure 1.2.

The size of the device is characterised by the distances from the centre of

the plasma to the centre of the torus (major radius R0) and to the edge of

the plasma (minor radius a).

1.2.3 Non-axisymmetric features in tokamaks

In an ideal sense, a tokamak can be approximated as an axisymmetric sys-

tem. Its magnetic field does not appear to exhibit substantial deviations

from toroidal symmetry and a smooth, toroidally symmetric surface could

be expected to surround the plasma. This forms also the basis for most of

the theoretical analysis and modelling of tokamak plasmas, greatly sim-

plifying these studies by allowing the spatial domain to be reduced to the

two-dimensional (R,z) plane.

In reality, the toroidal magnetic field possesses toroidal non-uniformity.

As the toroidal field is created using a finite number of coils (recall Fig-

ure 1.1), its strength is highest near a coil and lowest between two adja-

cent coils as can be concluded from Figure 1.3.

Toroidal variation of the magnetic field strength, toroidal field ripple,

is therefore always present in tokamaks with its magnitude depending

on the device (decreasing with the number of TF coils), and also position

inside the torus (highest on the LFS). In the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak

with 16 TF coils, ripple magnitude reaches a value of the order of 1 % of

the toroidal magnetic field near the outer wall.

TF ripple has been deemed significant regarding, e.g., the confinement

of the highly energetic fusion alphas [13,14]. Considering ITER, the mag-

netic field is also locally perturbed due to components such as test blanket

modules (TBMs) that will be used to investigate tritium breeding [15].

A more prominent display of additional non-axisymmetric features in a

tokamak magnetic field is due to resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs)

that represent a promising candidate for ELM mitigation [12]. RMPs

are generated using a set of special in-vessel coils, distributed toroidally

around the entire torus and poloidally within the low-field side. The ELMs
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Figure 1.3. Illustration of toroidal field ripple as viewed from the above. Due to the fi-
nite number of toroidal field coils (grey), the magnetic field strength oscillates
toroidally and the field protrudes outwards (towards the wall) in regions be-
tween adjacent coils. Courtesy of EFDA-JET.

are mitigated as a result of small magnetic perturbations that reduce con-

finement at the edge of the core plasma. Following encouraging results

from, e.g., the DIII-D [16] and ASDEX Upgrade [17] tokamaks, RMP

coils will likely be utilised also in ITER [18]. The complication brought

by RMPs, however, is that they render the magnetic field topology truly

three-dimensional. Regarding the SOL, this has already been shown to

result in, e.g., a perturbation of the separatrix and subsequent striated

particle flux patterns on the divertor [19–21].

Furthermore, a fully axisymmetric wall geometry for a tokamak is typ-

ically not achieved in practice. As shown in Figure 1.4, protruding wall

structures appear in particular at the low-field side of the vessel consist-

ing of, e.g., limiters and antennas for radiofrequency heating.

Tokamaks, therefore, exhibit non-axisymmetric features both in their

magnetic field and wall geometry. When progressing towards quantita-

tive studies of next-step devices such as ITER, 3D phenomena are rising

to a more prominent role in fusion research. Owing to advances in the

capabilities of computers and numerical simulation codes, the effects of

these non-axisymmetric features in tokamaks can be investigated with

modelling.
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Figure 1.4. A view inside the JET tokamak after the 2012–2013 experimental campaign.
The vertical protruding structures at the central column are inner-wall guard
limiters. Additional limiters and antennas for radiofrequency heating can be
seen on the outer wall causing toroidal asymmetry. Courtesy of EUROfusion.

1.3 Scope of the thesis

This thesis focuses on numerical simulations of global impurity transport

in tokamaks taking into account the non-axisymmetric nature of both the

wall geometry and the magnetic field. The simulations model experimen-

tal studies of the migration of tracer impurities that have been conducted

on two major tokamaks currently in operation, ASDEX Upgrade (AUG)

and JET. Transport of the impurities is simulated with the 3D orbit-

following Monte Carlo code ASCOT that allows a fully unrestricted com-

putational domain inside the tokamak. Besides aiding the preparation

and interpretation of the experiments, one of the central objectives of this

work is to provide predictions of the influence of the non-axisymmetric

features in tokamaks on global impurity transport. In addition to the 3D

features, the simulations also address the impact of the impurity birth

distribution on their transport in the plasma and transport in a limiter

configuration.

The thesis is organised in the following manner. In Chapter 2, the influ-

ences of impurities on tokamak operation are described as well as the

basic processes contributing to global migration of impurities in toka-

maks. Chapter 3 presents two experimental techniques that have been

used for studying impurity migration: tracer injection and marker tiles.

Conducted experiments with these techniques on ASDEX Upgrade (13C

and 15N tracer injection) and JET (10Be marker tile) are described. Chap-

ter 4 motivates the need for numerical simulations of the experiments
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and presents the simulation codes that have been employed in this work

together with their theoretical basis. The main results of Publications I–

IV that have been obtained during the course of this work are outlined in

Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the work, and the avenues that

are open for further research are described.
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2. Impurity migration in tokamaks

2.1 Impurities in tokamak plasmas

In the dawn of magnetic confinement fusion research in the 1950s, the

main attention was drawn towards the (hydrogenic) core plasma. After

all, the core occupies the clear majority of the plasma volume and, as

stated in Equation 1.2, high plasma temperature, density and confine-

ment time in the core are needed for producing fusion reactions. Never-

theless, it soon became evident that plasma-surface interaction and the

subsequent release of impurities can have profound influence on tokamak

operation as radiation caused by the impurities was observed to be among

the dominant energy loss mechanisms of the plasma. With increasing

knowledge about PSI and impurities, Soviet scientists were able to reach

an electron temperature of 1 keV in 1968 in the T-3 tokamak [22, 23].

The result became a milestone in fusion research, encouraging scientists

around the world to focus their efforts on the tokamak concept. Still to-

day, plasma-surface interaction remains one of the largest challenges for

reactor-scale fusion devices.

Impurities have rather diverse effects on tokamak operation. These ef-

fects are closely linked with the choice of wall materials since plasma-

facing surfaces act as impurity sources. In addition, helium is an intrin-

sic impurity species created in fusion reactions, most notably D-T fusion.

Furthermore, impurities can also be deliberately seeded into the SOL

plasma for power exhaust purposes.

Firstly, impurities cause radiation losses, mainly in the form of line ra-

diation and bremsstrahlung, which unfavourably lower the central tem-

perature if present in the core plasma. At relevant core plasma tempera-

tures of several keVs, heavy impurities (high Z number) result in orders
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of magnitude higher radiation losses compared to light impurities and, in

this respect, low-Z wall materials such as beryllium (Be, Z = 4) and car-

bon (C, Z = 6) are desirable [24]. In contrast, it should be noticed that in

the SOL plasma radiation is beneficial as it helps to distribute the power

exhausted from the core plasma over large surface areas.

A further disadvantage of impurities in the core plasma is fuel dilu-

tion. To prevent the onset of plasma instabilities, plasma pressure (and

hence its density) has to remain sufficiently low with respect to the mag-

netic pressure [6]. As impurities contribute to electron density in the core

plasma, this reduces the achievable density of the hydrogenic fuel parti-

cles.

However, also the erosion of the plasma-facing components under incom-

ing plasma flux has to remain sufficiently low so that a long lifetime for

the components can be achieved. In general, high-Z materials are more

resilient to erosion, and materials such as tungsten (W, Z = 74) present a

favourable solution for regions of high heat flux.

Considering only radiation losses and PFC lifetime, carbon is a suitable

candidate for a tokamak wall material as it combines the low-Z property

with excellent thermomechanical capabilities [25]. Despite these advan-

tages, the mechanical properties degrade under neutron irradiation [26].

An additional drawback regarding operation with a carbon wall is the for-

mation of hydrogen-rich carbon layers on the PFCs. In a reactor-scale

device using a D-T fuel, these layers also contain tritium which leads to

tritium retention. As tritium is radioactive, its inventory in, e.g., ITER is

strictly controlled by nuclear licensing [27]. Furthermore, global tritium

resources are limited and, therefore, as much tritium as possible should

be recovered from deposits and re-used as fuel. The issue of tritium re-

tention has recently resulted in the abandonment of carbon as the wall

material in future reactor-scale devices.

In ITER, beryllium will be used in the main chamber region of the torus,

whereas the divertor will be of tungsten1. This materials configuration

provides resilience to high heat and particle fluxes at the divertor and si-

multaneously allows high plasma performance even in the presence of im-

purity radiation due to main chamber erosion. In JET, the same materials

have been subject to extensive studies in the ITER-like wall project [30].

1The original design employed carbon fibre composite in the strike-point regions
of the divertor during the initial non-active (non-DT) phase of operation [28].
Later investigation, however, proved the full-tungsten alternative feasible al-
ready for the initial phase [29].
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2.2 Global migration of impurities

The migration of impurities, consisting of a cyclic set of erosion, transport

and deposition processes, strongly influences how the effects described in

Section 2.1 are manifested in a tokamak. Considering power losses in

the core plasma, the radiation resulting from impurities is linked to the

strength of the penetration of the impurities from the wall and SOL to-

wards the core. Furthermore, the net erosion actually observed on PFCs is

lower than the nominal gross erosion as eroded particles can be deposited

in the proximity of the erosion location. Regions of highest tritium reten-

tion, for its part, are correlated with net deposition regions determined by

the impurity migration pattern.

Additionally, impurity migration also creates an entirely new issue in

the form of material mixing. In the ITER-like scenario, beryllium eroded

from the main chamber can be transported and deposited at the tungsten

divertor creating W-Be alloys. This can be detrimental as experiments,

e.g., on the linear plasma device PISCES-B have indicated that the melt-

ing temperature of tungsten is substantially lowered by the presence of

beryllium [31].

As a consequence, the assessment of the influence of plasma-surface

interaction and impurities on tokamak operation requires understand-

ing how impurity migration occurs in a plasma. Firstly, the erosion of

plasma-facing surfaces that leads to the generation of impurities occurs

mainly through physical and chemical sputtering [24]. In physical sput-

tering, typically neutral atoms from the surface are ejected due to momen-

tum transferred by the impinging plasma particles. The average num-

ber of sputtered particles per incident particle, the sputtering yield, de-

pends strongly on both the substrate material and the impinging particle

species together with its impact energy and angle. Chemical sputtering,

for its part, takes place when the impinging particle reacts chemically

with the surface lattice (e.g., H/D/T with C) resulting in the formation of a

molecule. Unlike physical sputtering, chemical sputtering yield is mainly

dependent on the substrate temperature, and weakly on the incoming ion

flux [32].

The generated impurities subsequently experience transport in the plasma.

In long-range transport, ionised impurities can travel large distances in

the torus and even penetrate into the core plasma. Short-range trans-

port, in contrast, retains the impurities in the proximity of their birth lo-
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Figure 2.1. The impact of impurity migration on tokamak operation (red arrows): radi-
ation power losses and fuel dilution in the core plasma, tritium retention in
surface layers, material mixing due to long-range transport, and net erosion
as determined by the competition between the eroded (Γout) and deposited
(Γin) particle fluxes. The blue arrows illustrate the typically assumed plasma
flow pattern in the SOL (lower single-null configuration with ion B×∇B drift
towards the lower divertor) showing the stagnation point in black [33,34].

cation. In the extreme case of prompt re-deposition, the ionisation mean

free path of a sputtered neutral is so short that the particle is immediately

deposited on the eroded surface.

Impurity transport in the SOL is governed by both neoclassical and tur-

bulent transport as will be discussed in Section 4.3. In the direction

parallel to the magnetic field, plasma flow, the collective motion of the

plasma, plays a large role for long-range transport. The flow magnitude

is commonly expressed in terms of the ratio between the flow velocity and

plasma sound speed, the Mach number

M =
vflow
cs

=
vflow

(kB(Te + Ti)/mi)1/2
, (2.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Te and Ti the electron and ion tem-

peratures, respectively, and mi the ion mass. Experimental multi-machine

studies in lower single-null magnetic configurations have indicated the

presence of strong (around Mach 0.5) plasma flows in the main chamber

which accelerate towards a Mach 1.0 velocity at the divertor [33, 34]. As

visualised in Figure 2.1, a stagnation point is concluded to lie somewhere

between the outer midplane and the X-point, directing most of the flow-

driven transport towards the inner divertor.
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Transport in the open magnetic field lines of the SOL inevitably leads

to interaction with the wall. At the wall surface, the incoming impurity

particle can experience reflection, followed by continued transport in the

plasma. If no reflection takes place, deposition of the particle on the sur-

face occurs.

The deposited particle can then be re-eroded, transported in the plasma

and re-deposited. This cyclic behaviour of erosion, transport and deposi-

tion constitutes impurity migration2 and can consequently transfer mate-

rial over large distances inside the torus.

As impurity migration is in such a pivotal role in reactor-scale fusion

devices, it has been a subject of long-standing studies typically combining

both experiments and numerical simulations [35, 36]. While a complete

picture of impurity migration is yet to be formed, one of the key obser-

vations in numerous studies (in particular tracer injection experiments,

Section 3.1) has been the general tendency of the migration to be directed

towards the inner divertor, thus making it a region of net impurity de-

position [28]. This has been presumed to be due to flow-driven transport

in the SOL. The outer divertor has been commonly attributed as a net

erosion region [28].

What still remains to be resolved is how the observed impurity migra-

tion in, e.g., L-mode plasmas of current tokamaks can be extrapolated to

the high-density H-mode conditions in ITER with a Be-W materials con-

figuration. Another aspect of impurity migration that still requires fur-

ther investigation is the influence of the non-axisymmetric features of the

tokamak. This forms one of the central motivations for the simulations

presented in this thesis.

2Some authors use the word migration with a slightly different meaning refer-
ring more to transport instead of a set of processes described above.
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3. Experimental methods for studying
impurity migration

Studies of impurity migration heavily rely on experiments conducted on

current tokamaks. In this Chapter, two experimental methods are pre-

sented: the injection of tracer isotopes into the plasma and the use of spe-

cial marker tiles inside the torus. These methods are introduced together

with specific experiments that are in the focus of this work: 13C and 15N

injection experiments carried out on ASDEX Upgrade (Publications I–III),

and a 10Be marker tile experiment on JET (Publication IV).

ASDEX Upgrade is a medium-size tokamak (R0 = 1.65 m) operated

by Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik in Garching, Germany. In the

past, the tokamak employed carbon as the plasma-facing material in the

entire torus. However, after the step-wise transition during 1999–2007 [37],

AUG is now a full-tungsten device.

JET (Joint European Torus), located in Abingdon, the UK, is currently

the largest tokamak (R0 = 2.96 m) in operation. As ASDEX Upgrade, also

JET has a long history of using carbon as the plasma-facing material. In

2011, a major transformation in one single installation was completed,

resulting in a beryllium main chamber and a tungsten divertor [30]. This

materials configuration, the ITER-like wall, has offered a unique oppor-

tunity to gain experience of the plasma-facing materials that will be used

in ITER.

3.1 Tracer injection

3.1.1 Introduction

In general, the use of tracers in scientific research has had widespread

applications. In medicine, tracer isotopes such as technetium-99m are

commonly used to, e.g., diagnose blood flow in different organs [38]. Per-
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Figure 3.1. Examples of analysed wall tiles after a 13C injection experiment on AUG in
2011: a limiter tile from toroidal sector 8 next to the injection port (left) and
a tile from the top of the vessel (right). Distinctive signs of 13C deposition
can be seen in particular on the left part of the limiter tile and the top part
of the second tile. Samples for surface analyses have been taken from the
locations of the holes. Courtesy of A. Hakola, VTT Technical Research Centre
of Finland.

haps the most concrete example of the use of tracers is displayed in the

works of the oceanographer Curtis Ebbesmeyer. In his studies, thousands

of ordinary objects including rubber ducks (acting as tracers) were washed

into the Pacific Ocean to monitor ocean currents [39].

In fusion research, tracer isotopes were introduced as a method for study-

ing impurity migration in the limiter tokamak TEXTOR [40]. The main

purpose is to inject a known amount of a tracer isotope, such as 13C, into

a plasma with well-defined discharge conditions, typically during several

consecutive and identical plasma discharges. After the experiment, a pre-

selected set of wall tiles (see Figure 3.1) from the tokamak is removed for

post mortem analysis. Surface analysis techniques, such as secondary ion

mass spectrometry (SIMS) [41], can then be used to determine the tracer

surface density (e.g., at/cm2) on samples from the tiles. Collecting this

data into, e.g., a poloidal deposition profile results in a representation of

the preferential deposition locations of the tracer.

The chosen tracer has to fulfil a few important requirements. Firstly,

the migration of the tracer has to sufficiently well correspond to the mi-

gration of the impurities of interest. For example, in the case of 13C it

can be expected that its migration does not substantially deviate from the

migration of the standard isotope 12C. In addition, the tracer has to be

distinguishable from other elements present in the tokamak and the at-

mosphere. Carbon-13 meets this condition as it can be distinguished from
12C (and other elements) by its mass. Moreover, the natural abundance

of 13C is only 1.1 % [42]. Finally, the tracer should not noticeably perturb

the plasma conditions. In practice, this implies that injection rate of the

tracer has to be kept sufficiently low.
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Tracer injection experiments have become a standard method for study-

ing impurity migration, and experiments using 13C have been carried

on numerous tokamaks including JET [43, 44], ASDEX Upgrade [45, 46],

DIII-D [47, 48], JT60-U [49] and TEXTOR [50, 51]. For an extensive list

of references and a summary of the main results, see [36]. The carbon

tracer has been introduced into the torus in a gaseous form, most com-

monly 13CH4 (methane) although also 13CD4 and 13C2H4 (ethylene) have

been used. Originally, these particular molecules were highly interesting

as most of the tokamaks employed carbon as the plasma-facing material

and, thus, they served as a proxy to study chemically sputtered carbon.

Other used tracer gases have included SiD4 (silane) [40], WF6 (tungsten

hexafluoride) [52] and, more recently, also nitrogen gas in the form of
15N2 [53].

In these experiments, the injection has been performed either from a

single injection valve or from multiple valves distributed in a toroidally

symmetric manner. Also the injection location has been varied including

the top of the vessel, the outer midplane and the outer divertor. Depend-

ing on their objective, the experiments can be classified as local or global.

Local injection experiments typically address tracer deposition patterns

in a certain restricted region, for example one or two wall tiles around

the injection location. Combined with numerical simulations, these local

studies have elucidated, e.g., carbon migration in the divertor region of

ASDEX Upgrade [54,55]. In contrast, global experiments investigate im-

purity migration in the entire tokamak, commonly from a main chamber

source towards the divertor region.

The advantage of tracer injection experiments is that they allow the

study of impurity migration during specified discharge conditions. Vari-

ous parameters such as plasma density, heating power and magnetic field

can be tailored for the purposes of the experiment.

However, the experimental method has also weaknesses. As the removal

of multiple wall tiles from the torus can be typically done only after an

experimental campaign has been finished, the experiments can be per-

formed usually at most once a year. Furthermore, the surface analysis of

the tiles is rather laborious, and practical reasons prevent the analysis

of all tiles of a tokamak. The experimental results therefore represent

only a sample of the total tracer deposition on the PFCs. Finally, the use

of a molecular source does not perfectly mimic erosion occurring during

normal operation due to physical sputtering. As presented in Publication
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Figure 3.2. A poloidal cross section of ASDEX Upgrade showing the magnetic configu-
rations of the 2007 (discharge #22575) and 2011 (#27385) tracer injection
experiments. The lower X-points lie almost on top of each other.

II, the dissociation location of the injected molecules can deviate from

the ionisation location of physically sputtered atoms which affects their

migration. Despite these drawbacks, superior methods are still to find

widespread application, and tracer injection remains perhaps the most

useful tool for investigating impurity migration in a detailed manner.

3.1.2 Experiments on ASDEX Upgrade in 2007 and 2011

A rather extensive range of tracer injection experiments has been con-

ducted on ASDEX Upgrade [56]. After the end of the carbon-dominated

era, the first tracer injection experiment in the full-tungsten environment

was performed in 2007 with 13C [46]. In this experiment, 13CH4 was in-

jected into the torus from a single valve located poloidally at the back of

an outer midplane port and toroidally in sector 9 (of 16) of AUG as shown

in Figure 3.2. The injection was performed during the flattop phases of

13 consecutive, identical L-mode discharges with parameters presented

in Table 3.1.

After the experiment, a set of wall tiles was removed for surface analy-

ses, including a complete poloidal set of divertor tiles, three tiles from the

inner-wall heat shield, a single tile from the top of the vessel, and two tiles

from the outer wall region. Toroidally, these tiles were located in sector 11

(approximately 45◦ away from the injection location) except for the limiter
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Table 3.1. Plasma discharge parameters for the tracer injection experiments on ASDEX
Upgrade. Here, ne is the line-averaged electron density and Paux the auxiliary
heating power. Both cases had a toroidal magnetic field of Bt = −2.5 T (ion
B×∇B drift towards the lower divertor) and a plasma current of Ip = 0.8 MA.

Year Tracer Fuel Discharges ne [1019 m−3] Paux [MW]

2007 13C D #22573–#22585 3.3 3.4

2011 13C, 15N H #27382–#27392 5.8 2.8

Table 3.2. Estimated total 13C deposition (assuming toroidal symmetry) in the 2007 and
2011 tracer injection experiments on AUG, normalised both to the amount of
injected atoms and to the total estimated deposition. Here, HS denotes the
inner-wall heat shield, Top the top of the vessel, OW the outer wall and ID and
OD the inner and the outer divertors, respectively. As the estimates are based
on the surface analyses of only certain PFCs, the exact numbers are subject to
considerable uncertainty.

HS Top OW ID OD

Deposition (% of injected), 2007 0.6 1 0.3 0.9 0.2

Deposition (% of total deposition), 2007 19 32 11 29 6

Deposition (% of injected), 2011 15 4 14 2 1

Deposition (% of total deposition), 2011 43 12 39 5 2

tile that originated from sector 8.

The analysed tiles showed that the deposition was strong in particular

on the inner divertor (see Table 3.2), in agreement with previous tracer

injection experiments. Although deposition was strong also at the top

of the vessel, the total deposition in this region is difficult to estimate

reliably as only a single wall tile was analysed.

When assuming toroidally symmetric deposition and integrating toroi-

dally, the experimental results indicated that the total 13C deposition was

less than 10 % of the amount of injected 13C. Although several explana-

tions for the result were proposed, such as part of the methane being

pumped from the torus by cryopumps, it also generated interest for inves-

tigating the possible toroidal asymmetry in the 13C deposition pattern. A

detailed description of the experiment and the obtained deposition profiles

is presented in [46].

In 2011, a second set of tracer injection studies was conducted [56, 57].

Although the experimental scenario was largely similar as in 2007 re-

garding, e.g., the injection location, the plasma density was now higher

(approximately 57 % of the Greenwald density) and the plasma gas was

switched to hydrogen. These choices aimed at replicating the conditions
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of a previous tracer injection experiment carried out in 2005 on AUG. In

addition, besides 13C also 15N was simultaneously injected into the torus

(as 15N2) during 11 plasma discharges (see Table 3.1). Although not a wall

material, nitrogen migration and its retention on PFCs have become a tar-

get of interest as nitrogen is commonly used as a seeding gas for power

exhaust studies in current tokamaks [58].

When comparing the magnetic configurations of the two performed ex-

periments (see Figure 3.2), it can be seen that in 2011 also a secondary

X-point was inside the plasma and, thus, there is some resemblance to a

double null configuration. As this feature can influence the transport and

deposition of the tracers, it should be taken into account when comparing

the experimental results for the 2007 and 2011 experiments.

As after the previous experiment, a pre-selected set of divertor and

main chamber wall tiles was removed for post mortem analyses during

the shutdown that followed the experiment. Significant attention in the

analyses was directed towards the main chamber region1. Besides the di-

vertor tiles, five additional tiles were removed from the inner wall, eight

tiles from the top of the vessel and eleven tiles in total from two ICRH an-

tennas and two outer wall limiters. Toroidally, the divertor and inner-wall

tiles as well as tiles from the top of the vessel were from sectors 11 and

12, whereas limiter and ICRH tiles were chosen to address toroidal asym-

metry. These included tiles from sectors 2, 8, 10 and 14, thus covering the

entire torus toroidally.

In contrast to 2007, the experimental results indicated substantially in-

creased 13C deposition in the main chamber as shown in Table 3.2 [57].

Particularly high 13C surface densities were found at the inner wall heat

shield (10–1000 times higher than in 2007 despite no changes in the dis-

tance between the inner wall and the primary separatrix) and the outer

wall. When comparing the surface densities on limiter and ICRH an-

tenna tiles from different toroidal locations, orders of magnitude differ-

ences were observed. This was a clear demonstration that the 13C deposi-

tion was not toroidally symmetric, at least not along the outer wall.

Similarly, for 15N the largest tracer inventories were found from the

main chamber [53]. Toroidal asymmetry was observed at the outer wall

but, nevertheless, the toroidal variation of 15N surface density was re-

markably weaker than for 13C. This result is connected with the most

1The choice of wall tiles removed for surface analyses was partially guided by
the simulation results of Publication I as will be discussed in Section 5.1.
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prominent difference between the 13C and 15N surface densities: whereas
13C exhibited orders of magnitude differences (1014–1019 at/cm2), the 15N

surface density remained rather uniform at approximately 1016 at/cm2

around the entire torus. This and the large differences between the 2007

and 2011 results for 13C provided additional motivation for extensive mod-

elling of the performed experiment. The experiment and its results for 13C

are presented in detail in [56,57] and for 15N in [53,59].

The SOL plasma conditions (Section 4.1) of these 2007 and 2011 L-mode

plasmas can be classified as conduction-limited or partially detached and,

therefore, do not directly correspond to the detached conditions of H-mode

plasmas in ITER [60]. However, understanding impurity migration in a

well-defined scenario such as in the experiments allows to identify the

governing physical mechanisms. This facilitates creating extrapolations

to the conditions expected in ITER.

3.2 Marker tiles

3.2.1 Introduction

Besides injection as a gas, tracer impurities can be introduced into the

torus also via plasma-facing components. When a traceable impurity

species is present on a plasma-facing surface, it will be released into the

plasma due to erosion. To study the deposition of the tracer, similar post

mortem surface analyses can be performed for wall tiles removed from the

tokamak as in the case of tracer injection experiments.

As the tungsten coverage of ASDEX Upgrade was being gradually in-

creased, it became possible to investigate tungsten migration following

this principle. Since carbon was still used in the rest of the PFCs, tungsten-

coated tiles installed to the inner-wall heat shield effectively served as

marker tiles. Post-campaign analysis of deposited tungsten on wall tiles

from the divertor and the heat shield thus conveyed information about

the migration pathways of eroded tungsten [61, 62]. This example also

demonstrates that tracer impurities do not necessarily have to be isotopi-

cally labelled such as 13C.

In addition to providing a specified source for tracers, another applica-

tion of marker tiles is their use in erosion and deposition studies. Analysis

of the marker tiles (containing, e.g., stripes of different elements of inter-
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est) before and after their exposure to the plasma allows to quantify the

erosion rate of the used material. This same approach is followed also

in marker probes that can be exposed to the plasma during specified dis-

charge conditions.

The advantage of marker tiles in impurity migration studies is that they

provide a realistic impurity source. Unlike with the injection of gases, the

release of impurities as a result of erosion corresponds directly to the way

impurities are generated during normal tokamak operation. Additionally,

marker tiles can be placed in principle anywhere in the torus. This is

in contrast to tracer injection experiments where the impurities can be

introduced into the plasma typically only from specific locations of the

injection valves.

On the other hand, a clear drawback is that (in large tokamaks) marker

tiles cannot be used only during a short experiment with specified plasma

conditions. Instead, after the tiles have been installed, they typically re-

main inside the torus for an entire experimental campaign. As experimen-

tal campaigns can consist of hundreds of discharges resulting in hours of

plasma exposure, the tiles are exposed to a wide range of plasma condi-

tions that vary in density, heating power and confinement regime (L-mode

or H-mode). Therefore, although the impurity source is specified and the

resulting deposition around the torus can be investigated, the interpreta-

tion of the experimental results is challenging. The observed tracer depo-

sition cannot be attributed to result from certain well-characterised plas-

mas and it is typically additionally influenced by, e.g., ELMs and plasma

disruptions.

Furthermore, experiments using marker tiles can be even more labo-

rious than tracer injection experiments. Besides the surface analysis of

removed wall tiles, additional work is typically involved in processing of

the tiles so that they can serve as markers, and in their installation into

the torus.

The campaign-integrated nature of the marker tile experiments, how-

ever, can also be seen as an advantage. As the tracer deposition is a result

of hours of plasma exposure, it gives information about the long-term mi-

gration of impurities, which is of practical consequence for reactor-scale

tokamaks.
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Figure 3.3. The IWGL tile assembly of the 10Be marker tile experiment (left) and the
position of the marker (right) on the inner-wall of JET (recall Figure 1.4). In
red is shown a magnetic field line in a divertor configuration, connecting the
marker to the inner divertor. The labels 1X–8Z identify the different IWGLs.
Courtesy of EFDA-JET.

3.2.2 Experiment on JET with the ITER-like wall

To investigate beryllium migration, a marker tile experiment using 10Be

was initiated on JET in the ITER-like wall configuration [63]. In this

experiment, three adjacent central pieces of a wall tile assembly from one

of the inner-wall guard limiters (IWGLs) were enriched with 10Be and

installed into the torus for plasma exposure during the entire 2011–2012

experimental campaign. The tile assembly was located poloidally near

the centre of the IWGL and toroidally in octant 5 (of 8) of JET as shown

in Figure 3.3.

As a pioneering effort, the experiment presented the use of an isotopi-

cally labelled marker tile for the first time in impurity migration stud-

ies [63]. While 10Be has not been widely used in fusion research, the iso-

tope serves as a common tracer in geophysics and, consequently, surface

analysis methods for studying its deposition are readily available [64].

During the preparation of the experiment, the IWGL tile pieces had

been irradiated using the JEEP-II research (fission) reactor in Lilleström,

Norway, to an isotope2 ratio 10Be/9Be = 1.73 × 10−9. The experiment pro-

vided an opportunity for a controlled study of long-term beryllium migra-

tion in general in an ITER-like environment and, furthermore, for inves-

tigating the possible material mixing that can occur in a Be-W materials

configuration.

The interpretation of the experimental results of 10Be deposition is chal-

lenging. Firstly, the campaign-integrated nature of the experiment im-

2In practice natural beryllium consists of 100 % of 9Be and is hence monoiso-
topic [65].
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Figure 3.4. A poloidal cross section of JET showing the location of the 10Be marker. The
LCFS of a limiter discharge with JET pulse number (JPN) 80836 and the
separatrix of a diverted discharge JPN 80295 illustrate different magnetic
configurations.

plies that a large variety of different discharges have influenced the mi-

gration of the marker. Secondly, the location of the marker at the inner

wall can expose it to substantial particle fluxes if the magnetic configura-

tion is inner-wall limited (a limiter plasma with the contact point at the

inner wall) as can be understood from Figure 3.4. The inner-wall limited

configuration is rather common in JET during the discharge start-up and

shutdown phases. From spectroscopic data it was estimated that around

90 % of the marker tile erosion during the experimental campaign had

occured during limiter phases [63] and, thus, the limiter configuration is

in a very central role for 10Be migration.

First experimental results of 10Be deposition on the IWGL tiles (limiters

2X and 5Z) were obtained using accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) [66].

These results showed a rather non-uniform 10Be deposition pattern indi-

cating that the eroded 10Be had experienced large-scale migration both

poloidally and toroidally [63]. In addition, the total 10Be deposition on the

IWGL tiles was estimated to be only 3 % of the the amount of eroded 10Be

from the marker tiles. This suggests that the dominant deposition lies

outside the sampled regions or even outside the entire inner wall.

These results, however, give only a preliminary view of 10Be deposition

as the sampled regions were limited. Further AMS studies will address

deposition also in the divertor region. Besides the surface analysis, mod-

elling will play a key role in improving the understanding of 10Be migra-

tion during the experiment.
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4. Modelling of impurity transport in the
scrape-off layer

Although controlled experimental studies of impurity migration can be

performed using the methods described in Section 3, the information ob-

tained from these experiments is rather limited. As the source of im-

purities is specified and their deposition has been studied with surface

analysis techniques, the principal experimental result can be expressed

as “the impurities migrate from their source to their deposition location”.

Even in this statement the deposition location is subject to considerable

uncertainty as surface analysis cannot be performed for all of the PFCs.

The experiments, therefore, usually have a restricted capability for elu-

cidating which physical processes actually cause the observed migration.

As a result, numerical simulations of the experiments are valuable in im-

proving the understanding of the results.

Modelling of impurity migration experiments can serve at least two im-

portant purposes, both of which are considered in this thesis. Firstly, in-

terpretative simulations aim to provide reproductions of the experimental

scenario after the experiment has already been completed. By varying the

input parameters of the simulation model, it can be possible to match the

experimentally observed tracer deposition which allows to identify gov-

erning physical mechanisms (if they are included in the model). Secondly,

predictive simulations aid the preparation of experiments before their ex-

ecution. In the case of tracer injection or marker tile experiments, they

can be used to investigate which regions of the tokamak would be inter-

esting for surface analysis. In a broader sense, the predictive capability

of simulation codes is also in a prominent role when designing new fusion

devices such as ITER.

Simulations of impurity migration, especially global migration, require

extensive effort. In practice, none of the currently available simulation

codes by itself is able to simulate the entire migration chain of the impu-
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rities in the entire tokamak, at least not without considerable simplifica-

tions. In this thesis, the emphasis is on simulations of global transport

of tracer impurity particles using the ASCOT code. For these studies, in-

formation is needed regarding plasma conditions during the experiments

(the background plasma) and, in the case of tracer injections, about the

dissociation of the injected molecules resulting in the birth of tracer impu-

rities. As ASCOT is not capable of modelling these phenomena, additional

simulation codes are needed to provide input. In the following, a brief in-

troduction is given to the simulation codes employed in this work.

4.1 Plasma conditions

The quantities of interest in this work are density, temperature and the

parallel flow velocity of the plasma: ne,i, Te,i and v‖, respectively. In the

core plasma region with closed magnetic flux surfaces, plasma pressure is

constant along a flux surface, which effectively enables to treat the core

plasma as one-dimensional. Measured 1D profiles of the quantities of in-

terest using standard diagnostics (e.g., Thomson scattering) are thus suf-

ficient to provide a background plasma for simulations in the core plasma.

Along the open magnetic flux surfaces of the SOL plasma, however, sig-

nificant density and temperature gradients typically exist between the

main chamber and the divertor regions. Consequently, realistic descrip-

tion of the SOL plasma conditions necessitates at least two-dimensional

treatment. SOL plasmas are commonly modelled using specialised simu-

lation codes.

4.1.1 The two-point model

Although modelling of plasma conditions in the SOL is complex in gen-

eral, a somewhat simplified approach can be adopted for plasmas in a lim-

iter configuration. In the simplest scenario (the sheath-limited regime),

the heat arriving from the core plasma to the SOL is assumed to be con-

ducted towards the contact points with the wall resulting in an almost

isothermal plasma [24]. This corresponds to low values of collisionality,

described by the SOL collisionality parameter [24]

ν∗ =
L

λee
≈ neL

1016T 2
e

, (4.1)

where L is the magnetic connection length [m] and λee the self-collisional

mean free path of electrons [m] with ne in [m−3] and Te in [eV].
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Figure 4.1. Utilisation of the two-point model in creating a background plasma. As the
upstream plasma conditions are known based on, e.g., reciprocating probe
(RCP) measurements, density and temperature at the target locations can be
calculated using the two-point model. Interpolating between upstream and
target yields values for an entire magnetic flux surface (red).

In the sheath-limited regime, the two-point model can be utilised to re-

late plasma conditions at the contact point (the target location) and away

from it along the magnetic field (the upstream location). In Publication IV,

plasma conditions in an inner-wall limited discharge in JET were sheath-

limited thus justifying this method.

In the basic formulation of the two-point model, the upstream (nu, Tu)

and target (nt, Tt) plasma conditions are connected with the equations [24]

2ntTt = nuTu, (4.2)

T 7/2
u = T

7/2
t +

7

2

q‖L
κ0e

, (4.3)

q‖ = γntkTtcst, (4.4)

where q‖ is the parallel power flux density, κ0e ≈ 2000 Wm−1s−1eV−5/2

a coefficient for heat conductivity, γ ≈ 7 the sheath heat transmission

coefficient and cst the plasma sound speed at the target.

In this form, the set of equations can be used to calculate upstream con-

ditions when values at the targets are known (from, e.g., Langmuir probe

measurements). Reversely, solving for nt and Tt, target plasma conditions

can be determined based on measured upstream values.

Temperature and density values for an entire magnetic flux surface can

then be obtained by interpolating between the upstream and target values
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along the surface which is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Performing this for

a set of magnetic flux surfaces results in a 2D background plasma on the

(R,z) plane.

4.1.2 Plasma fluid theory

In a divertor configuration, more sophisticated methods compared to the

two-point model are required for a detailed description of SOL plasma

conditions. With increasing collisionality ν∗, the SOL plasma enters the

conduction-limited (high-recycling) regime where the finite conductivity of

the plasma restricts heat transfer between upstream and target locations,

resulting in a temperature gradient parallel to the magnetic field [24].

As collisionality is increased even further, eroded particles from divertor

targets can form a neutral cloud in front of the divertor surface, which

suppresses the incoming ion flux and results in pressure losses [24]. In

this detached regime, very low temperature and density values can be

achieved at the divertor targets.

The most common approach for modelling SOL plasmas in the conduction-

limited and detached regimes involves plasma fluid theory. Among the

most prominent plasma fluid code packages are SOLPS [67] (commonly

used for ASDEX Upgrade and ITER) and EDGE2D-EIRENE [68] (the

preferred tool for JET). Both code packages share the same structure

of coupling a separate fluid code (B2 or B2.5 in SOLPS and EDGE2D

in EDGE2D-EIRENE) for the charged plasma to the Monte Carlo code

EIRENE [69] for neutrals. These tools were utilised in Publications II–IV

to model plasma conditions in divertor configurations in AUG and JET.

A well-known derivation of the plasma fluid equations that serve as a

basis for the codes was given by Braginskii [70]. The set of equations, de-

rived by calculating moments of the kinetic Fokker-Planck equation, ex-

press the conservation of particles, momentum and energy. For neutrals,

the simulation is based on the Boltzmann transport equation.

Plasma solutions from fluid codes typically result from extensive scans

in the input parameters done with an aim to reproduce experimentally

measured profiles. Of these, heating power arriving to the computational

grid and the density level can be approximated from, e.g, experimental

data. However, perpendicular transport coefficients (diffusivity D⊥, elec-

tron and ion heat conductivities χe,i) have more of an ad hoc nature due to

the complexity of the transport phenomena in the SOL as will be further

discussed in Section 4.3.3.
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The onion-skin method (OSM) is another application of plasma fluid the-

ory for modelling plasma conditions [24]. OSM typically utilises a 1D ver-

sion of the fluid equations that are solved for individual nested flux tubes,

i.e., elementary volume elements in the direction parallel to the magnetic

field to generate a 2D solution of the SOL plasma. The solutions are ob-

tained based on boundary conditions that commonly consist of radial pro-

files of temperature and density at the divertor targets. As the boundary

conditions constrain the plasma solution radially, prescribed profiles for

the perpendicular transport coefficients are not needed as an input for

OSM. Instead, it is possible to extract the coefficients from the OSM so-

lution. Due to the required boundary conditions, OSM is mainly used for

interpretative studies. In Publication I, an OSM solution from studies

preceding this work was employed to provide a background plasma for

the simulations in AUG.

Despite its widespread use in fusion research, fluid modelling has been

found to suffer from certain weaknesses. Comparing the simulated plasma

solutions with experimental measurements (of, e.g., ne and Te), obtain-

ing a match simultaneously at an upstream location and the inner and

outer divertors is typically challenging, in particular in high-density plas-

mas [71]. Furthermore, in most cases fluid code solutions seriously under-

estimate the plasma flow velocity in the main chamber when compared

to experimental observations, see, e.g., [72, 73]. Besides the simplified

model for radial transport used in fluid codes [74], it has been argued

that the problem of flows is partially due to the inability of the codes to

correctly model the radial electric field [75, 76]. Additionally, noticeably

better agreement with the plasma flow pattern inferred from experimen-

tal measurements has been obtained with kinetic simulations that have

highlighted the role of trapped ions [77].

Since flows play such a crucial role in impurity migration, these issues

have led in some cases to the use of manually imposed more realistic (com-

pared to flow measurements) flow patterns in global impurity transport

simulations, even though this violates the self-consistency of the plasma

solution. Such work has been done for DIII-D [78, 79] and later also for

AUG [80]. This approach will be utilised also in the ASCOT simulations

of this work.
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4.2 Molecule dissociation

In the case of tracer injection experiments, the migration of impurities

starts in a molecular form. The transport and dissociation of the injected

molecules determine the birth locations of the tracer ions (such as 13C+)

which then experience migration in the actual plasma.

Simplified estimates of the ion birth locations can be obtained by treat-

ing the injected molecules as neutral atoms and calculating their ionisa-

tion mean free paths. The birth location can also be left as a free param-

eter that can be varied. More detailed information regarding the birth of

the ions, however, can be obtained with direct simulations of the dissocia-

tion chains of the molecules.

Considering, e.g., methane molecules, the reaction chain progressing

from 13CH4 to 13C+ can be rather complex. The molecule 13CH4 can first

be either ionised or it can be dissociated into smaller fragments such as
13CH3 or 13CH2. These reaction products can again be either neutral or

charged which affects their transport. While neutral molecules follow bal-

listic orbits, transport in a charged state is governed by the magnetic field.

In the context of this thesis, the impurity transport and plasma-surface

interaction code ERO [81] was used in Publications II and III to provide

the birth distributions of 13C+ and 15N+ ions. With ERO, the orbits of the

injected molecules can be followed starting from their injection location.

As the molecules are transported towards the plasma, the reaction rates

for the various possible reactions are constantly updated based on the

local plasma conditions given by the background plasma. A Monte Carlo

method is then used to determine which reaction, if any, occurs during a

time step [82].

In the work presented in Publications II and III, the dissociation chains

were simulated until a singly charged ion was born. Finally, basic param-

eters of the ions – their (R,z) location, energy and direction of velocity –

were recorded to be used as input for ASCOT simulations. It should be no-

ticed that there was no coupling between ERO and ASCOT, so that ERO

was only used to provide the initial test particle ensembles for ASCOT

studies.
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4.3 Impurity transport

4.3.1 Single particle motion and guiding-centre formalism

The motion of a single particle in an electromagnetic field (ignoring non-

electromagnetic forces) is governed by the Lorentz force as

m
dv

dt
= q(E+ v ×B), (4.5)

where v is the particle velocity, q its charge and E and B the electric and

magnetic fields, respectively. Utilising this basic description for global

orbit-following simulations in tokamaks, however, is typically computa-

tionally very intensive. Considering the case of E = 0 and a constant,

straight magnetic field, the v × B term of Equation (4.5) results in a he-

lical orbit with the particle following a magnetic field line while rapidly

gyrating around it. As a consequence of the high gyration frequency (of

the order of 0.1 GHz for protons in fusion plasmas), a very small time step

is needed for accurate simulations of particle motion.

The motion of the particle can be simplified by separating it into the mo-

tion of the centre of gyration (the guiding-centre) and the motion around

it. This guiding-centre approximation is valid as long as the relevant

background quantities vary only slowly with respect to the spatial and

temporal scales of the gyration. More specifically, for the magnetic field

the requirement is

rL
|∇B|
B

� 1, (4.6)

Ω

B

∣
∣
∣
∣

dB

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
� 1, (4.7)

where rL = mv⊥/|q|B is the radius of gyration (the Larmor radius) and

Ω = |q|B/m the gyration frequency (the Larmor frequency). Following the

guiding-centre instead of the actual particle offers a significant reduction

(even a factor of 100 [83]) in the computational time in simulations as the

gyromotion can be ignored.

Besides helical motion, particles in more complex electromagnetic fields

are subject to drifts that cause transport in the direction perpendicular

to the magnetic field. In a non-uniform magnetic field, the field gradient

causes the Larmor radius to vary during a single gyration (rL ∝ 1/B)

which results in the ∇B drift. Curvature in the magnetic field results in a

similar effect, the curvature drift, due to the centrifugal force. These two
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drifts can be combined as the B ×∇B drift with a velocity of [6]

vB×∇B =
v2‖ +

1
2v

2
⊥

Ω

B×∇B

B2
. (4.8)

As Ω ∝ q, the B × ∇B drift separates ions and electrons resulting in an

electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The presence of an electric field generates the E ×B drift with the ve-

locity [6]

vE×B =
E×B

B2
, (4.9)

acting independently of the particle charge. Besides these presented drifts,

also others exist, such as the polarisation drift due to a non-stationary

electric field. In short, the motion of a guiding-centre in an electromag-

netic field is thus composed of fast motion parallel to the magnetic field

and a slow drift away from it.

In addition to giving rise to drifts, the non-uniformity of the magnetic

field also affects the parallel-B motion. If the electromagnetic fields ex-

hibit only slow variation (recall Equations (4.6) and (4.7)), the magnetic

moment

μ =
mv2⊥
2B

(4.10)

is an adiabatic invariant, i.e., it remains approximately constant [6]. This

implies that a particle moving towards a stronger magnetic field B (e.g.,

from the LFS to the HFS in a tokamak) will experience an increase in its

perpendicular velocity v⊥. As the total kinetic energy remains constant,

the parallel velocity v‖ will correspondingly decrease. Moving towards a

constantly increasing magnetic field strength, eventually a turning point

is reached where v‖ = 0 and the particle experiences reflection. The par-

ticle then effectively becomes trapped between two turning points. In a

tokamak, due to the influence of the B × ∇B drift at the turning points,

trapped particle orbits typically resemble a banana in a poloidal projec-

tion.

4.3.2 Transport in a tokamak plasma

In a plasma, particle motion is affected not only by the magnetic field as

described in Section 4.3.1 but also by interaction with other particles. As

each charged plasma particle is a source to a microscopic electromagnetic

field, a particle moving in the plasma experiences Coulomb collisions with
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particles within its proximity1.

In addition to changes in the energy and direction of velocity of the parti-

cle, collisions also result in spatial motion across the magnetic field lines.

This classical transport can be treated as diffusion with a step size given

by the Larmor radius rL. More significant cross-field transport effects are

due to trapped orbits. If, e.g., a trapped particle is transformed into a

passing particle as a result of a collision, it experiences a radial displace-

ment with the size of the width of the banana orbit δrb . This width is of

the order of δrb ∝ qrL/
√
ε and exceeds significantly the Larmor radius as

q is the safety factor of the magnetic field and ε = a/R0 the inverse aspect

ratio of the tokamak. Neoclassical transport accounts also for the influ-

ence of trapped orbits, and it is stronger than classical transport by an

order of magnitude [84].

Experimental studies have indicated, however, that the transport lev-

els observed in tokamaks in reality significantly exceed the neoclassical

predictions by factors of 10–100 [85]. The additional transport, often clas-

sified as anomalous transport, is widely regarded as originating in plasma

turbulence [9,85]. Nevertheless, the understanding of plasma turbulence,

or any form of turbulence in general, is still incomplete and simulations

of turbulence are typically computationally very intensive. Consequently,

in orbit-following simulation codes it is common to address the anoma-

lous part of transport by increasing the radial transport of the particles

using simplified models. In practice, the standard method is to use a dif-

fusion model with an ad hoc coefficient that can be specified or a diffusive-

convective model with an additional convection velocity.

Regarding the transport of low-energy impurities in the SOL, two colli-

sional transport phenomena are of particular interest. As already men-

tioned in Section 2.2, SOL plasmas exhibit strong parallel flows towards

the divertor targets. Impurity ions in the SOL become coupled to these

flows of the main plasma through collisions. Due to the flow, collisions

with the main plasma do not scatter impurity particles isotropically but,

instead, deflect their velocities towards the flow direction. The entrain-

ment of impurities by the flow therefore results in transport towards the

divertor.

Another collisional phenomenon arises due to temperature gradients

1In more rigorous terms, the collisions are due to particles within the plasma
Debye length (the Debye sphere). Fields outside this distance are effectively
screened as a result of the quasineutrality of the plasma.
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along the magnetic field in the SOL. For collisions of the impurities with

the main plasma, the collision frequency is inversely proportional to the

plasma temperature as νe,i ∝ T
−3/2
e,i . In the presence of a temperature gra-

dient, an impurity ion consequently experiences more frequent collisions

with particles from a lower temperature side than from a higher temper-

ature side. This results in transport towards the direction of a higher

temperature, and the effect is commonly referred to as the temperature

gradient force or the thermal force when describing impurity transport in

terms of forces [24, 70]. In a divertor configuration, the most significant

parallel-B temperature gradients exist near the divertor region with the

temperature decreasing towards the divertor targets. Therefore, the re-

sulting transport is towards the main chamber plasma.

In the divertor plasma, plasma flows and temperature gradients thus

promote impurity transport in opposite directions along the magnetic field.

Nevertheless, in the main chamber region in the SOL, temperature gra-

dients are typically minor and collisional transport is dominated by the

flow.

4.3.3 The ASCOT code

Orbit-following of test particles and interactions with the background
plasma

ASCOT (Accelerated Simulation of Charged Particle Orbits in Tokamaks)

is a Monte Carlo orbit-following simulation code originally developed in

the 1990s as a collaboration between Helsinki University of Technology

(currently part of Aalto University) and VTT Technical Research Cen-

tre of Finland [86]. Since then, substantial development effort has been

conducted both to include additional physics and to adopt modern pro-

gramming conventions and computational methods [87]2. In the recent

years, the primary applications of ASCOT have been related to the sim-

ulation of energetic particles (fusion alphas and NBI ions) in, e.g., ITER

(see [14,88–90]).

The code simulates the orbits of a specified test particle ensemble in

a stationary magnetic field and background plasma. One of the main

strengths of ASCOT is the capability for 3D simulations as both the mag-

2During the course of the work presented in this thesis, a fully re-written ver-
sion of the code, called ASCOT4, was developed. However, all of the simulations
of this thesis employed the preceding ASCOT version (ASCOT3). Also, the de-
scription of the code presented here considers ASCOT3.
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Figure 4.2. Example of a full gyro-orbit of a carbon ion (energy of 1 keV) in ASDEX Up-
grade as simulated with ASCOT.

netic field and the wall geometry of the tokamak can be given in a realistic

non-axisymmetric form. Furthermore, the test particles can be followed

in an unrestricted computational domain ranging from the core plasma to

the wall. These features make ASCOT particularly attractive regarding

impurity studies as most simulation codes for global impurity transport

in the SOL (such as DIVIMP [91, 92]) typically assume an axisymmet-

ric tokamak environment with a restricted computational domain that

focuses on the divertor-SOL.

While relying mainly on guiding-centre theory, ASCOT is also capable

of following the full gyro-orbits of the particles (see Figure 4.2). Addi-

tionally, it is possible to perform guiding-centre following until reaching

sufficiently close (with respect to the Larmor radius) to a wall surface af-

ter which full gyro-orbit following is used to obtain an accurate location

for a collision with the wall [83].

In ASCOT, guiding-centre following is based on equations of motion de-

rived using the Hamiltonian formalism which can be expressed for the

gyro angle χ, magnetic moment μ, and the parallel velocity and the posi-

tion of the guiding-center, v‖ and R, as [87]

χ̇ =
qB

m
, (4.11)

μ̇ = 0, (4.12)

v̇‖ =
q

m

B∗

B∗‖
·E∗, (4.13)

Ṙ = v‖
B∗

B∗‖
+E∗ × b

B∗‖
, (4.14)

with B being the magnetic field unit vector. Here, B∗‖ = B∗ · B and the

effective fields E∗ = ∂A∗/∂t−∇Φ∗ and B∗ = ∇×A∗ are defined by their
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effective potentials

Φ∗(R, μ, t) = Φ + μB/q, (4.15)

A∗(R, v‖, t) = A+mv‖b/q. (4.16)

Advancing the equations of motion in time is done using a Runge-Kutta

method.

The influence of Coulomb collisions is evaluated using Monte Carlo oper-

ators for the particle pitch ξ = v‖/v and energy E [93]. When considering

impurity transport in the SOL, it should be noticed that these operators

are derived based on the assumption of a purely Maxwellian background

plasma. While this is a reasonable approximation for the core plasma, the

operators neglect the influences of plasma flow and parallel-B tempera-

ture gradients (Section 4.3.2) that are of importance for impurity trans-

port in the SOL.

In ASCOT, the effect of plasma flow on collisions can be included by

evaluating the collision operators in a moving frame of reference. When

the flow velocity at the current location is known, the parallel velocity

is transformed as v′‖ = v‖ − vflow and other quantities such as pitch are

updated accordingly. The collision operators are then evaluated in their

usual manner, after which the quantities are transformed back into the

original frame of reference.

The influence of parallel-B temperature gradients, however, is neglected

in the current version of the code as accounting for it rigorously would re-

quire either re-derivation of the collision operators, or adopting entirely

new operators as presented in, e.g., [94]. Consequently, ASCOT simula-

tions of impurity transport are best applicable to scenarios where trans-

port parallel to the magnetic field in the SOL is dominated by the flow.

As discussed in Section 4.3.2, this holds for the main chamber plasma

where the temperature gradients are only minor and, in contrast, flows

very strong. The neglection of these gradients in collisions therefore ar-

guably results only in a potential overestimation of divertor deposition in

ASCOT results.

In addition to neoclassical transport, anomalous radial transport can be

included in ASCOT using a diffusion operator with a diffusion coefficient

Dimp
⊥ . Regarding fast ions, a theoretical model for the diffusion coefficient

has been developed [95] and included in ASCOT [88]. However, for impu-

rities a corresponding model has not been encountered and, consequently,

Dimp
⊥ is set to a constant ad hoc value in simulations.
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In the case of impurities, the charge state q of the particles can vary sub-

stantially due to ionisation and recombination. In ASCOT, the influence of

these atomic processes is included with a probabilistic model [87]. Based

on cross section data from the ADAS database [96], the model calculates

the probabilities for effective ionisation (q → q + 1) and effective recom-

bination (q → q − 1) during a timestep. A Monte Carlo method is then

applied to determine whether one of these outcomes occurs or whether

the charge state remains unchanged. If recombination results in a neu-

tral particle, its ballistic orbit is followed until ionisation. As the model

considers effective ionisation and recombination, it does not provide infor-

mation regarding which individual atomic processes are experienced by

the particle and, hence, merely follows the changes in the charge state.

It should be noticed that ASCOT simulates only the transport of the im-

purities, from a given initial state typically until an impact with the wall

which is assumed to lead to deposition. The subsequent erosion, transport

and re-deposition of the deposited particles (Section 2.2) are thus not mod-

elled. Consequently, when performing comparisons to experimental re-

sults, the emphasis in this work is on large-scale impurity deposition, i.e.,

comparing fractions of particles deposited in different poloidal regions. In

the case of tracer injection experiments on AUG, erosion arguably does

not substantially impact large-scale deposition due to the rather short

time scales. In, e.g., 2011 the total flattop time during the experiment

was around 53 s.

Inputs for simulations

For simulating impurity transport during an actual plasma discharge,

ASCOT needs to be provided with information regarding the tokamak

magnetic field, background plasma and wall geometry as an input. For

the magnetic field, the axisymmetric (2D) equilibrium field is routinely

created for each discharge on, e.g., AUG and JET using Grad-Shafranov

solvers such as CLISTE [97] and EFIT [98]. This can be utilised as an ax-

isymmetric magnetic field in ASCOT or extended to account for 3D effects,

mainly toroidal field ripple and resonant magnetic perturbations.

The inclusion of these features relies on the vacuum approximation which

assumes that an external magnetic perturbation can be superposed onto

the 2D equilibrium field to obtain the total magnetic field. While com-

monly used due to its simplicity, the plasma in reality creates a response

to the applied perturbation which can partially shield its effect. Plasma
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response is prominent in particular with RMPs and it can be modelled

with magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations [99].

Toroidal field ripple can be introduced to the magnetic field when the

magnetic field resulting from a single toroidal field coil is known. The

variation of this toroidal field from its toroidal average (Bφ−Bφ) can then

be superposed onto the equilibrium field to obtain a magnetic field with

toroidal field ripple. In this process, the contribution of a single coil is

duplicated Ncoils times around the torus with Ncoils being the number of

TF coils in the tokamak.

For a magnetic field with resonant magnetic perturbations, the individ-

ual magnetic fields from the RMP coils of a tokamak can be combined with

the 2D equilibrium field. Different RMP field configurations (currents in

the coils) can be generated by using scaling factors when combining the

individual fields.

The background plasma for ASCOT can be given as a 1D profile, in 2D,

or the code can be provided with both 1D (core plasma) and 2D (SOL)

background plasmas with an operational boundary at the core-SOL in-

terface. Measurements using standard diagnostics can be used to create

the 1D profiles for the core plasma, whereas description of the SOL region

requires simulations, typically employing plasma fluid codes (Section 4.1).

Besides reproducing experimentally measured plasma conditions with

fluid codes, an additional challenge for ASCOT simulations is that the

computational grid of the codes is typically restricted and does not extend

to the main chamber wall. While recent development has allowed ex-

tended computational grids in, e.g., SOLPS [100], they are yet to become

a part of routine use.

In the work presented in this thesis, the plasma solutions (using stan-

dard computational grids) have consequently been extrapolated as expo-

nentially decaying up to the wall. More specifically, e.g., electron density

is extrapolated as

ne(R, z) = nNN
e exp(−D/λne), (4.17)

where nNN
e denotes the value at the nearest neighbour of the edge of the

computational grid, D the distance to this location and λne the decay

length. The decay lengths can estimated by performing exponential fits

to, e.g., Langmuir probe measurements of the far-SOL region. Based on

experimental studies of far-SOL plasma conditions on, e.g., DIII-D [101],

exponential decay can provide a reasonable approximation at least for the

low-field side.
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For evaluating collisions of the followed particles with plasma-facing

components (i.e., their deposition), ASCOT also requires a (2D or 3D) de-

scription of the tokamak wall geometry as an input. In this work, the

3D wall geometries of ASDEX Upgrade and JET are based on computer-

aided design (CAD) data of the devices. However, as the raw CAD data

is extremely detailed and includes even structures not in contact with

the plasma, ray-tracing and smoothing on the data was performed with a

method described in [102] to extract only the plasma-facing components

with a desired level of detail.
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5. Simulations of global impurity
transport in ASDEX Upgrade and JET

In this Chapter, an outline of the work carried out for Publications I–IV

is presented together with the main results. Firstly, the studies of the
13C and 15N tracer injection experiments on ASDEX Upgrade, resulting

in Publications I–III, are presented in Sections 5.1–5.3. Section 5.4 then

considers the simulations of 10Be transport in JET which is the subject of

Publication IV.

5.1 The effect of non-axisymmetric wall geometry on 13C transport

The ASCOT simulations presented in Publication I considered the 13C in-

jection experiment conducted in 2007 on ASDEX Upgrade (Section 3.1.2).

The studies aimed at clarifying the experimental results, most notably the

toroidally integrated 13C deposition of less than 10 % of the amount of in-

jected atoms. In particular, attention was directed towards investigating

the potential toroidal asymmetry in the 13C deposition pattern.

DIVIMP simulations [80] of the same experiment were used as a ba-

sis for the ASCOT studies. Thus, the background plasma of [80], created

using the onion-skin method for the discharge #22575, was imported as

the background plasma also for the ASCOT simulations. In the far-SOL

and halo plasma regions outside the OSM computational grid, the plasma

solution was extrapolated as exponentially decaying. As only weak SOL

flow was predicted by OSM, a manually imposed flow pattern with a Mach

number of 0.5 in the main chamber was used with a stagnation point be-

tween the outer midplane and the lower X-point (Figure 2.1).

The magnetic field was based on the 2D equilibrium field of the same

discharge at 2.8 s and was amended with toroidal field ripple using the

method described in Section 4.3.3. For the wall geometry, a realistic 3D

description of ASDEX Upgrade derived from CAD data was used. Based
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Figure 5.1. Deposition of 13C (on a logarithmic scale) in ASDEX Upgrade as simulated
with ASCOT. The indicated poloidal regions are the upper and lower parts
of the inner-wall heat shield (UHS and LHS, respectively), top of the ves-
sel (Top), outer midplane (OMP) and the inner and outer strike points (ISP
and OSP, respectively). The red dashed rectangles show the regions inside
which wall tiles were removed for post mortem analysis, and the injection
port location is indicated by the ellipse.

on the DIVIMP simulation results, an anomalous radial diffusion coeffi-

cient of Dimp
⊥ = 0.25 m2/s for the followed impurities was chosen.

Neither experimental data nor simulation results was available regard-

ing the dissociation of the injected 13CH4 molecules at the time of Pub-

lication I and, hence, the initial distribution of the 13C+ ions had to be

approximated. Resembling a particle cloud resulting from the dissocia-

tion, 300 000 test particles were given a random position over a cylindri-

cal volume ranging from the separatrix 5 cm towards the outer wall (the

injection port). The initial energy was set to E0 = 0.3 eV (average Franck-

Condon energy of CH molecules) and a random uniform pitch distribution

was used, corresponding to an isotropic distribution for the initial velocity.

The transport of the 13C test particles was simulated with ASCOT until

their deposition on the wall. Investigating the 2D distribution of deposited
13C revealed that the deposition pattern features substantial toroidal asym-

metry at the outer wall (Figure 5.1). The non-axisymmetric nature of

the outer wall of ASDEX Upgrade, resulting from, e.g., individual lim-

iters, caused the deposition to be highly localised on these protruding
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Figure 5.2. Three-dimensional representation of 13C deposition of Figure 5.1 in toroidal
sectors 4–6 (left) and 12–13 (right). Highly localised deposition can be ob-
served on a limiter and two ICRH antennas.

structures, prominently visible in Figure 5.2. This effect was particularly

strong near the injection location, located between a limiter and an ICRH

antenna.

In contrast, according to the simulations deposition on other parts of

the torus, i.e., the top of the vessel, inner-wall heat shield and the diver-

tor region, was rather symmetric toroidally. The assumption of toroidally

symmetric 13C deposition was therefore considered justified in these re-

gions whereas at the outer wall it was predicted to be invalid.

A significant observation was also that despite large changes in the sim-

ulation parameters, the toroidal asymmetry at the outer wall was a robust

part of the deposition pattern. While varying the initial spatial distribu-

tion of 13C, the initial energy E0 (between 0.1 and 20 eV), the diffusion

coefficient Dimp
⊥ (0.1–1.0 m2/s) and the flow pattern (imposed or OSM solu-

tion) had an impact on the deposition, this did not cancel the strong effect

of the non-axisymmetric wall geometry.

Considering the experimental results, the ASCOT simulations suggested

that the toroidally asymmetric deposition pattern could be one of the ex-

plaining factors for the extremely low toroidally integrated 13C deposition.

The experimental estimate of outer wall deposition was based on only a

single wall tile (Figure 5.1) removed for post mortem analysis from the

limiter neighbouring the injection port. According to the simulations, the

tile was away from the regions of highest deposition and, thus, the toroidal

integration could leave even 30 % of deposited 13C unaccounted for.

The primary conclusion from Publication I was that, in contrast to typ-

ical assumptions, the deposition pattern of 13C showed strong signs of

toroidal asymmetry. From the modelling point of view, it was seen that
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the capability of ASCOT for 3D simulations in an unrestricted computa-

tional domain can be a substantial asset for improving the understanding

of the experimental results. The work encouraged to study the predicted

toroidal asymmetry also experimentally and to continue using ASCOT to

aid the interpretation of these studies.

5.2 Studies of molecule dissociation and plasma conditions

The second tracer injection experiment, carried out on AUG in 2011 (Sec-

tion 3.1.2), was the focus of extensive modelling efforts using SOLPS, ERO

and ASCOT, as reported in Publication II. These studies were aimed

at several different topics. Firstly, as the dissociation of the injected

molecules remained poorly understood, dedicated ERO simulations were

prepared to provide the 13C+ and 15N+ birth distributions resulting from

the dissociation to be used as input for ASCOT. Both the ERO and ASCOT

studies were performed for a set of background plasma solutions from

SOLPS, trying to identify the role of plasma conditions on the deposition

patterns. Finally, as both 13C and 15N were studied, it was possible to

compare impurity transport between these particle species.

The SOLPS simulations considered plasmas with electron density at the

outer midplane separatrix ranging between 1.0 and 3.0 × 1019 m−3. The

power coming from the core plasma to the edge of the SOLPS computa-

tional grid, Pin, was correspondingly varied between 1.0 and 3.0 MW. Fol-

lowing the description of Section 4.2, both 13CH4 and 15N2 molecules were

then simulated with ERO for each of the SOLPS cases all the way from

the injection valve to the plasma until singly charged ions were reached in

the dissociation chains. For the background plasmas for ERO, the SOLPS

plasma solutions were extrapolated as exponentially decaying up to the

injection port, with decay lengths based on experimental measurements.

The weak background plasma flow predicted by SOLPS was overwritten

with an imposed flow pattern of Mach 0.5 in the main chamber, as in Pub-

lication I.

The ERO simulations indicated wide radial profiles for the born 13C+

and 15N+ ions, extending from the separatrix several centimetres into the

far-SOL and halo plasma (Figure 5.3(a)). With increasing density, the pro-

files are shifted away from the separatrix towards the outer wall by even

centimetres. In all cases, a significant, even dominant part of the disso-

ciation occurs outside the divertor-SOL which is not part of the computa-
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Figure 5.3. Radial birth profiles of 13C+ and 15N+ ions as simulated with ERO for in-
creasing (a) density and (b) heating power.

tional domain in various SOL plasma simulation codes. Furthermore, no

major differences can be seen between the profiles for carbon and nitrogen

despite the different structure of the 13CH4 and 15N2 molecules.

Similarly as for increasing density, also increasing heating power was

seen to result in a radial displacement of the profiles towards the outer

wall, although the effect of heating power was considerably weaker (Fig-

ure 5.3(b)). As similar observations were made for both carbon and ni-

trogen, the ERO simulations indicated the dissociation of methane and

nitrogen molecules to be largely similar in the studied scenarios.

For the most accurate possible description of plasma conditions near the

injection location, an additional background plasma (labelled Exp. data in

the following) was also created for ERO based on experimentally mea-

sured 1D profiles of ne and Te near the outer midplane. To obtain a 2D

background plasma, these profiles were mapped to magnetic flux surfaces

assuming negligible gradients parallel to the magnetic field. Using this

background plasma in ERO resulted in 13CH4 and 15N2 dissociation even

closer to the injection location than in the shown profiles (Figure 5.3(a)

and (b)).

ASCOT simulations were carried out with the magnetic equilibrium

field from the AUG discharge #27385 at 4.0 s amended with toroidal field

ripple as described in Section 4.3.3. As for ERO, the SOLPS plasma so-

lutions were used as the basis for the background plasma in the SOL.

Following the simulation setup of Publication I, a 3D wall geometry of

AUG was used in the simulations and the anomalous radial diffusion co-

efficient was initially set to Dimp
⊥ = 0.25 m2/s. To account for changes in

the AUG vessel between 2007 and 2011, the wall geometry was updated

with the latest CAD data.

The ERO predictions of 13C+ and 15N+ birth distributions were used to

create the initial test particle ensembles for ASCOT by using the simu-
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lated values for the initial energy of the particles, their pitch and (R,z) po-

sition. As the output from ERO considered only the (R,z) plane in 2D, the

particles were assumed to follow a uniform toroidal distribution within

the toroidal extent of the injection port. This assumption is justified, e.g.,

based on experimental observations of the injection of deuterium gas from

the same location.

The ASCOT simulation results showed qualitatively similar deposition

patterns as in Publication I. At the outer wall, highly localised deposi-

tion appeared on the protruding wall structures whereas in other parts

of the vessel deposition was rather symmetric toroidally. With varying

plasma conditions, however, considerable changes were observed in large-

scale deposition in different poloidal regions. Both with increasing den-

sity (Figure 5.4(a)) and heating power (Figure 5.4(b)), deposition in the

main chamber was observed to increase and, correspondingly, to decrease

at the divertor region. Similar observations were made both for 13C and
15N, and only minor differences were encountered in the deposition pat-

terns between the particle species. Therefore, the transport of carbon and

nitrogen was predicted to be largely similar.

Plasma conditions influence the simulated deposition patterns in two

primary ways. Firstly, the magnetic topology (in particular in the mag-

netic configuration of the experiment) varies in the radial direction in the

SOL. Near the separatrix, magnetic flux surfaces connect the inner and

outer divertor targets, whereas radially further away, such as in the far-

SOL, the flux surfaces can remain completely outside the divertor region.

As the dissociation of the injected molecules was seen to be strongly de-

pendent on plasma conditions, the radial dissociation location plays a key
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role in determining the ratio between main chamber and divertor deposi-

tion.

Secondly, plasma conditions also affect the transport of the tracer ions.

In particular, changes in plasma density and temperature influence the

collisionality of the ions which can be described by the SOL collisionality

parameter ν∗ ≈ neL/(10
16T 2

e ) (recall Equation 4.1). Collisionality then

determines, among others, the strength of coupling to the background

plasma flow which is of fundamental importance for the transport of the

ions.

Additionally, main chamber deposition is also influenced by radial trans-

port in the SOL which is dependent on plasma conditions. Studies on

Alcator C-Mod L-mode plasmas have indicated that radial transport in-

creases with both collisionality and distance from the separatrix [103].

Therefore, a high-density scenario would imply stronger radial transport

for the tracer ions compared to a low-density scenario due to the higher

collisionality and the molecule dissociation occurring further away from

the separatrix. This indicates even stronger main chamber deposition, as

was also confirmed with ASCOT by varying the value for Dimp
⊥ between

0.25 and 2.0 m2/s. In practice, any choice of a constant Dimp
⊥ is thus always

a compromise, and a radial profile for the coefficient would capture the

variation in radial transport better.

Experimentally, the dominant regions for tracer deposition were ob-

served to be in the main chamber, in contrast to the experiment in 2007 as

discussed in Section 3.1.2. The results of Publication II suggest that this

is a consequence of the increased plasma density compared to 2007, affect-

ing both the dissociation of the molecules and the transport of the tracers.

With increasing density, changes in the dissociation location and the ra-

dial transport were observed to promote higher main chamber deposition.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the experiments had differences also

in, e.g., the magnetic configuration.

Although modelling of the experiment indicated no noticeable differ-

ences in neither the dissociation of the molecules nor the transport of the

tracers when comparing carbon and nitrogen, the final deposition pat-

terns are determined also by plasma-surface interaction. An important

experimental observation (recall Section 3.1.2) was that there were sub-

stantial differences between 13C and 15N deposition, and orders of magni-

tude variations were measured in local surface densities (at/cm2) between

the species. This difference is arguably due to a saturation phenomenon
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that has been seen in the interaction of nitrogen particles with a tungsten

substrate [104, 105]. In studies on ASDEX Upgrade, nitrogen implan-

tation and deposition on tungsten has been observed to occur only until

reaching a saturation concentration. Incoming particle flux towards a

saturated surface then mainly experiences reflection which substantially

influences the final deposition pattern of nitrogen.

In terms of impurity migration in general, one of the main messages

in Publication II is that the penetration depth of erosion products into

the plasma can substantially influence whether their transport is directed

towards the main chamber or the divertor. Furthermore, plasma-surface

interaction was concluded to be capable of substantially modifying the

final deposition pattern (even over short time scales of the order of tens of

seconds), with this interaction being also strongly dependent on impurity

species.

5.3 Influence of TF ripple and RMPs

Although most of the analysis of impurity migration in the SOL does not

consider the non-axisymmetric nature of the magnetic field, the 3D fea-

tures are always present in tokamaks and will likely become increasingly

important in ITER with, e.g., the inclusion of resonant magnetic pertur-

bations (Section 1.2.3). In Publication III, ASCOT simulations were per-

formed to elucidate the role of non-axisymmetric features of the magnetic

field on impurity transport. As modelling of SOL plasmas is commonly

carried out using simulation codes with axisymmetric magnetic fields, the

work also aimed at assessing the validity of this axisymmetric assumption

in simulations.

The studies were done based on the modelling framework created for

Publication II and thus addressed the scenario of the tracer injection ex-

periment of 2011. The ASCOT studies compared simulation cases with

(1) an axisymmetric magnetic field, (2) an axisymmetric field with TF rip-

ple and (3) an axisymmetric field with RMPs. Although RMPs were not

included in the actual experiment, investigating their influence on impu-

rity migration is important regarding next-step devices.

The background plasma for the SOL was based on a SOLPS solution

with a power level of Pin = 1.6 MW and an electron density of ne,sep,OMP =

2.25 × 1019 m−3 that was extrapolated to extend to the wall as in Publi-

cations I and II. Only 13C transport was simulated, and the 13C+ ions
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Figure 5.5. Deposition of 13C at the top of the vessel as simulated using ASCOT with and
without TF ripple in the magnetic field. Noticeable 16-fold periodicity can be
observed in the presence of ripple.

were initialised according to the ERO simulation of 13CH4 dissociation

on the background plasma employing experimentally measured profiles.

The same setup as in Publication II was utilised, including the imposed

background plasma flow of Mach 0.5 in the main chamber.

Besides the axisymmetric magnetic field and the field with toroidal field

ripple that were available from the simulations presented in Publication

II, additional magnetic fields with RMPs were created with different coil

configurations based on the vacuum approximation (Section 4.3.3). The

fields with RMPs were based on the initial in-vessel coil setup of AUG

with four toroidally separated coils above the outer midplane and four be-

low it [17]. Using a coil current of 1 kA in five turns, four different coil

configurations were studied, labelled as ++, +−, −+ and −−. Here, the

signs denote the direction of current in the coils above and below the outer

midplane, respectively, at a toroidal position of reference with toroidally

neighbouring coils carrying opposite currents. Each of the active in-vessel

coils produces a magnetic field which is mainly radial. For a positive cur-

rent, this field is towards the plasma and with a negative current towards

the wall.

Comparing the ASCOT simulation results of the 13C deposition pattern

between the axisymmetric case and the case with TF ripple included, no

substantial changes were observed on a global scale. Thus, considering

the large-scale deposition in different poloidal regions (e.g., the fraction of

particles transported to the inner divertor), the results remained largely

unaffected by TF ripple.

Nevertheless, on a local scale ripple induced periodicity into the depo-

sition pattern on the low-field side. This is exemplified by the deposition

profile for the top of the vessel (Figure 5.5), exhibiting 16-fold periodicity
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Figure 5.6. Deposition (% of total) of 13C around the upper in-vessel coils as simulated
with ASCOT in +−/++ (top) and −+/−− (bottom) coil configurations. Rect-
angles indicate the locations of the active in-vessel coils with either positive
(+ markers) or negative (dashed) currents. The deposition pattern was ob-
served to be independent of the current in the lower set of coils.

corresponding to the number of toroidal field coils in AUG. Locally, it can

be seen that ripple results in up to 40 % changes in deposition.

With TF ripple, the magnetic field strength varies in the toroidal di-

rection being highest at the coils and lowest between two adjacent coils.

Consequently, magnetic field lines bend outwards (Figure 1.3) in regions

between the coils (similarly as in, e.g., a magnetic mirror). Taking into

account only this effect and ignoring, e.g, the influence of wall geometry,

periodic deposition at the wall is expected with highest deposition in re-

gions between the coils. Furthermore, the presence of ripple also creates

ripple-trapped particles, i.e., particles oscillating between two coils due to

the varying magnetic field strength.

However, the non-axisymmetric features of the wall geometry can dom-

inate over the influence of TF ripple on the deposition pattern. Therefore,

although ripple is strongest around the outer midplane, no substantial pe-

riodicity was observed in this region in the simulations as the deposition

is localised on the protruding wall structures such as limiters (Figure 5.2).

Similarly as for TF ripple, also in the presence of RMPs the large-scale

global deposition was observed to remain unchanged compared to the ax-

isymmetric case, whereas locally the perturbation fields had a prominent

effect. In the vicinity of the active in-vessel coils, a local increase (nega-

tive current) or decrease (positive current) of 13C deposition was observed,

depending on the coil current (Figure 5.6). The radial magnetic fields

generated by the coils therefore effectively create either an attractive or

repulsive influence on the particle orbits.

Neither TF ripple nor RMPs were therefore seen to affect the global

deposition pattern of 13C as simulated with ASCOT. Thus, according to

these predictions, the assumption of an axisymmetric magnetic field in
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numerical simulations of impurity transport is justified if the studies ad-

dress only large-scale deposition. Yet, regarding local studies, the non-

axisymmetric features of the magnetic field had a significant impact on

deposition in specified regions on the low-field side.

In particular with respect to RMPs, it should be emphasised that the

results of Publication III are preliminary in the sense that only changes

in the magnetic field were considered, and also plasma response was dis-

regarded. Extensive and more detailed modelling of SOL plasmas in the

presence of RMPs has been carried out for, e.g., DIII-D [106, 107] and

AUG [108] with the 3D plasma fluid code package EMC3-EIRENE [109].

These studies have indicated the appearance of additional effects such as

helical plasma flow channels that could further influence impurity migra-

tion.

Nevertheless, assuming that the employed simplifications do not result

in drastic qualitative changes in the simulation results, the conclusions

from Publication III are remarkable. At least in scenarios resembling

the one presented here, the results suggest that local-scale studies should

account for the non-axisymmetric nature of both the wall geometry and

the magnetic field of the tokamak for realistic representations of impurity

deposition patterns.

5.4 Global transport of eroded 10Be

In Publication IV, ASCOT was utilised for impurity transport studies

in JET. The simulations addressed the 10Be marker tile experiment de-

scribed in Section 3.2.2. Although also in these studies ASCOT was used

to simulate the global transport of tracer impurities and their subsequent

deposition, the scenario was substantially different compared to the AUG

experiments in several ways. Firstly, the simulations were performed be-

fore any experimental measurements of 10Be deposition were available

and gave thus only predictive information regarding the deposition pat-

tern. Additionally, the studies addressed a campaign-integrated experi-

ment and, hence, the main focus in the ASCOT simulations was to pro-

vide a qualitative picture of 10Be migration. Finally, besides migration in

a diverted plasma, also the limiter configuration was important to include

in the analysis of the experiment due to the location of the 10Be marker

tile assembly at the inner wall (Section 3.2.2).

The aim in the ASCOT simulations was to determine the dominant mi-
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gration pathways for the eroded 10Be and, thereby, to predict potentially

interesting regions for post mortem analysis. Furthermore, as the realis-

tic 3D wall geometry had been observed to have a significant impact on

the 13C deposition pattern on ASDEX Upgrade, this study provided an

opportunity to test if similar characteristics of toroidal asymmetry could

be seen also on JET.

The ASCOT studies considered a scenario where the 10Be marker is sub-

ject to physical sputtering during an inner-wall limited plasma start-up

phase which was expected to lead to high erosion. The simulations were

then continued in a diverted plasma to investigate migration during a

subsequent flattop phase. For an accurate presentation of the deposition

pattern, a 3D wall geometry was created utilising ray-tracing on CAD

data of JET in its latest ITER-like wall configuration.

For the limiter configuration, the simulations addressed the JET pulse

number 80836 [110] and utilised the magnetic equilibrium field at 56 s.

The background plasma for the SOL was created based on the two-point

model (recall Section 4.1.1) and using reciprocating probe measurements

of ne, Te and v‖ as an input.

The studied diverted plasma was JPN 80295, and a magnetic equi-

librium of the discharge at 59 s was provided as an input for ASCOT.

The SOL background plasma was based on an EDGE2D-EIRENE solu-

tion [111] that was extended to the wall with exponentially decaying pro-

files (with decay lengths obtained from experimental data) in a similar

manner as for the ASDEX Upgrade plasmas in Publications I–III. Both

in the limiter and the divertor configurations, experimentally measured

profiles using high-resolution Thomson scattering of ne and Te were used

for the background plasma in the core region.

Test particles for the limiter plasma were initialised by calculating ion-

isation mean free paths for 10Be neutrals sputtered from the marker tile.

The neutrals were assumed to have an energy of E0 = EB/2 = 1.155 eV,

where EB is the binding energy of beryllium. The 10Be+ ions were then

simulated until either they were deposited on the wall or their maximum

simulation time tmax had been reached. For each test particle, the max-

imum simulation time was taken from a random uniform distribution

tmax ∈ [10−5, 0.1] s and thus the test particle ensemble represents 10Be

that is eroded during 0.1 s before the formation of the X-point. The coeffi-

cient for anomalous radial diffusion was set to Dimp
⊥ = 1.0 m2/s.

In the limiter configuration, the 10Be neutrals can easily penetrate into
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Figure 5.7. Deposition of 10Be during the inner-wall limited plasma phase as simulated
with ASCOT. A distinct deposition pattern can be seen on the inner-wall
guard limiters with localised deposition on the top right and lower left edges.

the core plasma. The subsequently ionised particles diffusing out of the

core into the SOL region were observed to be strongly transported back

towards the inner wall along with the plasma flow. As visualised in Fig-

ure 5.7, this resulted in a distinct deposition pattern on the IWGLs, with

strong and localised deposition on the top right and lower left edges, cor-

responding to particles arriving from positive and negative toroidal direc-

tions and striking the inner wall at these positions. These same regions

on the IWGLs have been observed to be net deposition regions in post

mortem studies during previous experimental campaigns (employing a

carbon wall) on JET [112]. However, the origin of this deposition pattern

was not fully understood at the time [113].

As can be seen in Figure 5.8, some of the eroded 10Be is also deposited

locally around octant 5 where the marker tile is located. Furthermore, as

certain IWGLs (on octants 1–3 and 5–7) are more recessed with respect to

the others, only the most protruding limiter structures receive noticeable

deposition. Outside the inner wall the deposition of 10Be was predicted to

be negligible in the simulated scenario.

Particles that met their maximum simulation time during the limiter

phase remained scattered in the core plasma. The simulation of these par-

ticles was continued directly from their end state in the diverted phase.
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Figure 5.8. As Figure 5.7 but as a 2D distribution. Toroidally, 10Be deposition can be
seen to be strongest in the vicinity of the marker tile (red ellipse, octant 5) in
octants 4–7.

To get indication of how erosion affects the deposition pattern, the parti-

cles that were deposited during the limiter phase were considered to be

sputtered, and their simulation was similarly continued in the diverted

phase. In the diverted phase, all test particles were then simulated until

their deposition on the wall.

As the simulation was continued in the diverted plasma, the particles

diffusing out of the core plasma were seen to be deposited mainly on the

protruding structures of the outer wall and on the outer divertor. The

beryllium that was deposited during the limiter phase predominantly ex-

perienced local re-deposition and transport towards the inner divertor

aided by the background plasma flow.

The ASCOT simulations therefore predicted that in the case of erosion

during an inner-wall limited plasma, 10Be is primarily distributed on the

IWGLs from where the particles can further migrate towards the inner

divertor. Although the marker tile is both poloidally and toroidally lo-

calised, transport in the core plasma results in 10Be deposition over the

entire inner-wall region. An additional consequence of core plasma trans-

port is that it enables the particles to be transported also to the low-field

side of the vessel, mainly during diverted operation. In a similar manner

as for the AUG simulations in Publications I–III, the impurity deposition

pattern was observed to strongly reflect the non-axisymmetric nature of
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the wall geometry.

It should be stressed that the results of Publication IV were primar-

ily qualitative as only two discharges were analysed from a campaign-

integrated experiment and the erosion of deposited particles was not prop-

erly accounted for. Still, the simulations were capable of providing a pic-

ture of the 10Be deposition pattern in the entire torus, taking into account

the true wall geometry of JET which aids the interpretation of the post

mortem results.

After the 2011–2012 experimental campaign, surface analysis of the

JET wall tiles was started and the first experimental results of 10Be depo-

sition on the IWGLs were compared to ASCOT predictions from the lim-

iter phase [63, 114]. These experimental results consisted of individual

measurement points from the inner-wall guard limiter where the marker

tile was located (octant 5) and from a limiter further away toroidally (oc-

tant 2). While agreement was observed, e.g., for the top part of the IWGL

on octant 2, notable differences between the experimental and simulation

results were also found. For example, rather high deposition was observed

in the central part of the limiter on octant 2, while ASCOT predictions in-

dicated only minor 10Be deposition there.

It is likely that matching these highly detailed measurements would re-

quire to consider the campaign-integrated nature of the experiment and

the associated erosion of deposited 10Be. However, the experimental re-

sults are in a very preliminary phase and no definite conclusions can be

drawn before the completion of the studies. Forthcoming experimental

results will also consider deposition in the divertor region, and modelling

the experiment with the WallDyn [115, 116] (global migration over long

time scales) and ERO (local migration) codes has been planned.
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6. Conclusions and future prospects

The results presented in this thesis predict that the non-axisymmetric

features in tokamaks influence global impurity transport in the SOL. In

both ASDEX Upgrade and JET, the deposition patterns of tracer impuri-

ties simulated with the orbit-following ASCOT code were seen to strongly

reflect the 3D features of the wall geometry, such as limiters. In particular

on ASDEX Upgrade, this was shown to result in a toroidally asymmetric

deposition pattern on the low-field side of the torus, in contrast to previ-

ous assumptions, which was also confirmed experimentally. These results

highlighted the importance of a realistic wall geometry for impurity trans-

port simulations in the SOL.

While the non-axisymmetric features of the magnetic field were pre-

dicted not to have a significant impact on impurity transport on a global

scale, their influence was prominent when studying local-scale deposition.

As both TF ripple and RMPs modify magnetic topology near the wall, the

deposition patterns are determined by the connection of the 3D magnetic

field with the 3D structures of the wall. Regarding reactor-scale devices,

this suggests that reliable predictions of regions of high tritium retention

cannot be obtained assuming axisymmetry.

Furthermore, it was observed that the impurity birth location in the far-

SOL and halo plasma regions (far from the separatrix) can lead to deposi-

tion in the main chamber instead of the divertor region. Consequently, it

is important to include the entire plasma between the separatrix and the

wall in the analysis of global impurity migration.

According to the JET simulations, the limiter configuration can lead

to long-range impurity transport within the main chamber. Similar sce-

narios will likely occur during the start-up and shutdown phases of dis-

charges in ITER, and thus contribute to impurity migration besides the

diverted plasma phases.
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It should be observed that these results provide mainly an initial view of

global impurity transport in a non-axisymmetric environment and serve

as a basis for further studies. For more quantitative predictions, further

development work should be conducted related to the simplifications used

in the presented simulations.

Regarding the simulated particle transport, one potentially important

aspect is that the collision operators in ASCOT do not account for the in-

fluence of parallel-B temperature gradients in the SOL. These gradients

are typically small in the main chamber plasma and parallel-B transport

is, therefore, dominated by plasma flow. More substantial gradients ex-

ist near the divertor region, however, which can reduce transport to the

divertor. Furthermore, as electric fields were not included in the simula-

tions, also the E × B drift was omitted. The presence of a radial electric

field would arguably further influence the in-out asymmetry of divertor

deposition as the Er ×B drift results in additional transport towards the

outer divertor.

While these features can be implemented as part of neoclassical trans-

port, accounting for turbulent transport is remarkably challenging. The

use of a constant coefficient for anomalous radial diffusion in the pre-

sented simulations arguably provides an oversimplified model of radial

impurity transport. If relying on a diffusion model, the diffusion coeffi-

cient Dimp
⊥ should exhibit at least radial variation to express the experi-

mentally observed substantially stronger radial transport in the far-SOL

compared to the divertor-SOL, which increases main chamber deposition.

Additionally, impurity transport in the SOL is also strongly determined

by the properties of the background plasma, in particular by plasma flow.

In this work, the simulations utilised manually imposed plasma flow pat-

terns with a constant Mach number in the main chamber. While this

allowed more realistic predictions of tracer deposition, the poloidal and

radial variations of the flow velocity cannot be disregarded in more quan-

titative studies. As the understanding of these variations is rather lim-

ited, however, the influence of the simplified flow pattern on the simula-

tion results is difficult to quantify.

In a broader sense, a natural continuation of the work would be to ex-

tend the studies from transport to migration. The underlying assumption

in the presented studies has been that especially in the case of tracer in-

jection experiments, ASCOT transport simulations can provide valuable

support to the experiments even when neglecting erosion. In the context
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of reactor-relevant operation and a more detailed comparison to experi-

mental results, however, accounting for the full migration chain is crucial

and, for ASCOT, this would imply developing a plasma-surface interac-

tion model for reflection and erosion of the followed particles. An alter-

native suggested way of creating a model for 3D impurity migration has

been to employ ASCOT simulations as an input to the WallDyn code that

self-consistently simulates the time evolution of the entire tokamak wall

composition [117].

The amendment of ASCOT with respect to these simplifications would

substantially increase the level of realism in the predictions and presents

an important step when progressing towards more quantitative studies.

Still, such work, e.g., for ITER would require also advances in the mod-

elling of the background plasma, especially regarding the flows and ex-

tending the computational domain to the wall. Ideally, the non-axisym-

metric nature of tokamaks should be considered also in modelling the

background plasma, and input from 3D code packages such as EMC3-

EIRENE could be utilised for ASCOT. This is important in particular re-

garding detailed studies of RMPs.

Moreover, the studies of this thesis mainly addressed L-mode plasmas

with impurity sources in the main chamber. Regarding extrapolation

of the results to high-performance tokamak operation, similar investiga-

tions could be performed also for H-mode conditions including the effects

of ELMs, and for impurity sources at the divertor.

Besides tokamaks, commercial fusion energy is also pursued in parallel

with the stellarator concept which exclusively relies on a carefully de-

signed set of coils to create a confining magnetic field. While ITER oper-

ation is planned to begin only in the 2020s, the assembly of the leading

stellarator device Wendelstein 7-X is already in its final stage with first

plasmas planned for 2015 [118]. As stellarators are inherently strongly

three-dimensional devices, the need for simulation codes such as ASCOT

for investigating impurity migration is even more urgent than in toka-

maks.

The results of this work therefore provide vast avenues for further re-

search. In general, one of the main implications is that increased atten-

tion should be directed towards the non-axisymmetric features in toka-

maks for a reliable assessment of impurity migration in reactor-scale de-

vices.
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